
Like to make stuff? We can really help with 
that, come & stock your bins at stuff day!

Come to the Biggest Stuff Day Ever!
Saturday, April 8th, 9am to 4pm

         Yes, Rain, Shine or Snow….

at  Sphere Research Corporation
3394 Sunnyside Rd., West Kelowna

This year, Sphere Research and OCARC 
(https://www.ocarc.ca/) will host a dual Stuff 
Day/Amateur Radio Swap event, where 
everyone can meet, trade, sell and buy 
equipment and parts.

There will literally be TONS of parts and gear, a 
lot of it 100% free, plus test equipment and ham 
gear for sale or trade. We will have over 1,000 
hard to find equipment manuals for just $2 
apiece ($5 for large HP binders), hundreds of 
new 50 cent DC fans, stereo microscopes, 
surface mount and through-hole parts, free 
computer hardware, top quality tools, solderless 
breadboards, LEDs, panel meters, DMMs, Scopes,
power supplies, portable labs and much more.

        

We have hundreds of stock boxes of material to 
clear out, so there is certain to be SOMETHING 
you want. There will even be a Tektronix 577 
Semiconductor Curve Tracer.

There will be some FREE counters (max. one 
per person), plus HP, Tektronix, Fluke, Philips
and other high end gear at great prices. 

PLUS, we will have our Ball-Efratom 10MHz 
precision atomic clock on hand for you to 
check the calibration of your own gear if 
you want. We will also have an off-air 
precision counter for you to check your 
portable radio TX frequency.

Yes, even slide rules are available!

Want more info? Go visit the Stuff Webpage at:

http://www.sphere.bc.ca/test/stuffday.html     
We are located at 3394 Sunnyside Rd., around the corner from Quails’ Gate Winery on Boucherie Rd. on the West side.

You can call for more details at (250) 769-1834, and we will have Visa/MC/Interac and Paypal available for purchases. 
Have some special requests? Please call or email Walter at  walter2@sphere.bc.ca  and we will do our best to have it

available at the event!  Need to arrange space for a trunk or table sale at the event? Contact Chris Walter
walter_c@telus.net  for details. Volunteers to help set up are always welcome!

There will be amateur radio gear, receivers, parts and equipment, robotics items, test gear, computer
stuff and a lot of fascinating people! Always the best part of the event! 

the OCARC Talk-in Channel will be the VE7HOL repeater.  146.680MHz  - offset  tone 88.5

Please bring your own boxes and bags if possible for all the small items!
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